Bold stripes
with a warm vibe

HUSH
STRIPE 40

Fusing a wide-striped pattern with a soft felt feel,
screen fabric Hush Stripe 40 adds both graphic
stringency and warm, cosy vibes to all types of
spaces and interiors.

Screen fabric Hush Stripe 40 is distinguished by its wide-striped
40 mm embossed pattern with a stringent, graphic expression.
The fabric combines polyester screen fabric Hush with a 6 mm
foam core and a jersey backing to create a soft, voluminous texture
that accentuates the bold, graphic stripes and creates a visually
appealing 3D effect.
Cosy felt with graphic twist
With its easy-on-the-eye-design and subtle melange effect,
screen fabric Hush forms the perfect background allowing the
wide, embossed stripes to stand out. The fabric’s felt-like texture
and natural-fibre finish bring a warm, homely feel to all types of
spaces and create an unusual contrast to the graphic stringency
of the striped pattern.

Acoustic design for screens
Hush Stripe 40 is designed specifically for use
on all types of vertical surfaces such as screens,
panels and room d
 ividers. D
 esigned for room
division, the fabric o
 ffers acoustic properties and
contributes to improved acoustic performance
in all types of spaces and environments.

Rotate the stripes
The striped design of Hush Stripe 40 can be turned and used in
any direction – horizontally, vertically or diagonally. Use the stripes
to accentuate organic as well as geometric forms, and create
bold, graphic statements by mixing wide-striped Hush Stripe 40
with the refined, smaller stripes of Hush Stripe 25, or with the
geometric grid of Hush Square 40.
Muted melange colours
The standard colour palette of Hush Stripe 40 encompasses 11
colours from graphic greys to classic and ever-popular red, blue
and green. All the colours have an attractive muted look and are
distinguished by a discreet melange effect.

